Subject: Higher Religion in Turkey and some European Countries in the Context of
Universal Values, EU Cooperation For Innovation And The Exchange Of Good Practices

To whom it may concern;
As Kırıkkale University, Islamic Sciences Faculty have EU project tilted by “Teaching
Higher Religion in Turkey and some European Countries in the Context of Universal Values”.
The curriculum and good practices in the EU and other countries that provide high religious
education will be identified with common points shared by various religions, especially
Judaism, Christianity and Islam, in accordance with universal values. After this stage, the
contents will be used in the process of establishing a new and original curriculum in our
country, taking the ones successfully applied in the programs.
In this project, it is aimed to try to apply the contents mentioned above at the level of
high religious education at the point of individual and social needs. These needs will primarily
be determined by disadvantaged groups. For example, it is possible to provide religious
services that are intended for people with disabilities, the unemployed, the poor, the orphans,
the abused women and children, girls deprived of education, individuals child married elderly
people, immigrants, refugees, different religions, substance abusers, High religious education
model is aimed. In the second step, it is also aimed at a model of high religious education that
will serve the goal of an ideal society composed of individuals who are peaceful, selfconfident, self-assured, imaginative, free-thinking, accountable, and individuals who have
completed their individual competence. For this reason, it is aimed to transfer the content of
the experiences that have been experienced in the countries to our country, transfer the best
examples in our country to the EU member countries and create an ideal program and content
about the high religious education at the final point.
In this context, we would like to see you here as a strategic partner in our project.
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely
On the behalf of Dean
Vahdeddin ŞİMŞEK
Contact Person
Email : iif@kku.edu.tr
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